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Abstract. Ultrasound-Lockin-Thermography („attenuation mapping“) is a defect
selective “dark field” NDT-technique with a high probability of defect detection
(POD) since only defects produce a signal while other features are suppressed. The
basic contrast mechanism is the enhanced local mechanical loss turning a variably
loaded defect into a heat source.
The method is being applied for quality maintenance e.g. in aerospace and
automotive industry to monitor the integrity of thermal features. A variety of
examples will be presented to illustrate how well the method is suited to locate
defects and to distinguish their depths.

1. Introduction
Some methods for non-destructive testing (NDT) have become popular, e.g. inspection using x-rays or ultrasound from visits to medical doctors, and thermography from colourful
expensive pictures showing e.g. heat-leaks of buildings. The combination of ultrasound and
thermography generates a new NDT-method where temperature is an indicator how ultrasound energy is converted into heat. The mechanism involved is the hysteresis effect describing the percentage of stored energy that is lost after unloading a sample. This hysteresis can be visualised as friction or viscous damping, in any case mechanical energy is converted into heat. In an elastic wave this loading and unloading of solid material occurs in
every cycle of the wave, consequently it is damped and the material is warmed up.
Defects are areas of inherent weakness which means that the stress-strain-diagram is locally
larger or e.g. in a crack, friction and related loss occurs. So there are several reasons why a
defect generates more heat than the intact material around it.
Attenuation of elastic waves in a solid due to internal mechanical losses was reported for
the first time in 1979 by Henneke and colleagues both for continuous and pulsed ultrasound
injection [1, 2]. They attached a powerful ultrasound transducer to the sample to be
inspected and monitored the temperature field that appeared on the surface. It revealed e.g.
cracks and other discontinuities since they heated up more than intact sample areas.
On the other hand, thermography may be performed actively in a coded way: A certain
temporal pattern of heating generates a corresponding temporal pattern in the temperature
field. If they are correlated, the local time delay provides information e.g. on a hidden
defect and its depth underneath the surface. An example is lockin-thermography with heat1

ing by absorption of modulated light [3-6]. It turned out that the information contained in
the local delay between optical excitation and temperature oscillation (“phase angle”)
provides more valuable information than the amplitude. To obtain such an image, the
thermography camera keeps recording images while the lamp intensity is modulated, and
subsequently the whole stack of images is Fourier transformed at each pixel with respect to
time thereby assigning an amplitude and a phase of temperature modulation to each pixel.
This way the whole information is filtered at the modulation frequency and compressed
into just two images, where the phase image is more valuable since it is more robust (e.g.
unaffected by inhomogeneous illumination or optical surface features of the sample) and it
has almost twice the depth range of the amplitude image [7]. Furthermore this process of
bandwidth reduction utilises the complete coded information contained in the stack thereby
improving the signal to noise ratio considerably as compared to using just the “best” image
from the sequence.
2. Principle of ultrasound lockin thermography (ULT)
This lockin-principle of modulating the excitation and analysing the response with respect
to this modulation frequency can be applied to ultrasound activated thermography to
achieve considerable improvement [8, 9]. To perform this ultrasound lockin thermography
(ULT), one has to modulate the ultrasound amplitude at a frequency which fits to the
thermal wave propagation in the sample: A defect warms up periodically in the ultrasound
field at the modulation frequency, it becomes a transmitter of a thermal wave that propagates to the surface where it is detected after the sequence of images has been filtered by
the Fourier transformation performed at the modulation frequency – with all the advantages
described above plus the additional one that only defects appear in these images (“defectselective imaging”): Ultrasound thermography acts like a thermal contrast agent working
on defects with enhanced mechanical losses. Phase contains the propagation time of the
thermal wave from the defect to the surface, so it indicates the depth where the defect is
located.

Figure 1. Basic principle of ultrasound lockin thermography. Ultrasound frequency is typically 20 kHz,
lockin frequency 0.1Hz. Thermal wave to be extracted from stack recorded by IR camera has the lower
frequency.

In contrast to optically excited lockin thermography the depth range of ultrasound activated
lockin thermography depends on parameters like input power or detector noise and is not
limited by the interference of thermal waves, since the detected thermal wave has moved
only one way. Nevertheless, the frequency dependence of thermal wave attenuation
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described by the thermal diffusion length μ = 2α / ω , where α is diffusivity and ω the
modulation frequency, is still an important quantity which also affects depth range.

This relation means that defects can be detected at higher frequency only if they are close
enough to the surface. Via the modulation frequency this depth range can be adjusted so
that several images obtained at different modulation frequencies provide in-depth
information.
A problem encountered during investigation of rectangular samples with low attenuation is
standing elastic waves, an effect that is vital for the function of many music instruments,
while it is a disadvantage for ULT: It causes a superposition of a confusing pattern. As such
standing waves appear only when the ultrasound frequency matches to a sample resonance,
this effect can be eliminated by modulating the ultrasound frequency [10].
Instead of performing such measurements one after the other, an amplitude modulation can
be used that contains the relevant thermal wave frequencies of interest. Such an approach
has been suggested by Maldague et al. [11] and applied later on to ULT [12]. The idea is to
use a burst instead of a sinusoidal modulation. If the burst is long enough, its frequency
spectrum contains low enough frequencies to give the required depth range. If the burst is
too short to be more like a pulse, this spectrum has most of its intensity at higher
frequencies where range is too short to reveal defects in depth. In that case the ultrasound
energy heats the defects without providing information about them.
The stack of images resulting from burst excitation is Fourier transformed with respect to
several thermal wave frequencies, the resulting phase angle images provide information on
several depths from just one measurement. Therefore Ultrasound-Burst-Phase
thermography (UBPT) combines the advantages of both lockin and pulse thermography. It
allows for fast measurements while the full potential of phase images is maintained.
To avoid confusion, it should be repeated that UBPT requires high frequency ultrasound
excitation for efficient conversion of elastic energy into heat in defects, this frequency must
be smeared out by modulation or sweeping fast enough in order to avoid resonance patterns
(unless one wants to see them) and the duration of the burst must be optimised in terms of
range and material properties.
3. Experimental Methodology

In our experiments, we used two kinds of cameras: One with a cooled array giving a NETD
of 20 mK (Cedip Emerald) and a camera with an uncooled array (Cedip Jade UC) with a
NETD of 70 mK which is correspondingly cheaper. It should be emphasised that the temperature amplitude detected and displayed by UBPT is better than NETD (which is related
to a single image) since the Fourier transformation is a weighted averaging process across
the whole stack of images where noise is reduced considerably.
Excitation was performed by using an ultrasound generator (Branson ) which was modified
according to our needs so that the modulation frequency could be varied rapidly during one
burst.
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Figure 2. Setup for ultrasound thermography with sonotrode pressed against sample

4. Experimental Results
4.1 Fundamental investigations

The advantage of ultrasound lockin thermography is illustrated in Fig. 3 where a cup with a
crack in it was imaged with ultrasound burst phase thermography. For comparison one image (“best”) from the stack is shown together with the phase angle image derived from
sequence analysis. The image from the stack displays part of the lab together with the infrared camera and its cooled detector aperture as a black spot. The effect of the crack is obviously too weak to be visible. As all the visible features are not modulated, they disappear
upon Fourier transformation while only the crack is displayed. So this image supports the
concept of defect selective imaging.

Figure 3. Investigation of cup with ultrasound burst phase thermography. Left: “Best” image from sequence.
Right: Phase angle image obtained by Fourier transformation of the stack: only crack is displayed.

The effect of component resonances and the resulting misleading pattern is displayed in
Fig.4 where a metal tooth wheel was investigated with ULT with adjustable frequency.
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Figure 4. Demonstration of mechanical resonance in a metal tooth wheel. Excitation frequencies 16.60kHz
(left) and 16.74kHz (resonant, middle) with modulation frequency 0.2 Hz. Right: lockin frequency: 0.4 Hz,
excitation frequency: 15kHz – 25kHz. Ultrasound generator: 330 W electrical power.

The resonances appearing in a narrow frequency range cause structures that look very much
like the effect of the hidden cracks to be detected. With a frequency sweep the cracks stand
out clearly and selectively.
4.2 Depth resolved defect selective imaging.

The result of UBPT performed on a CFRP (=carbon fibre reinforced plastic) laminate is
presented in Fig. 5. The complete information contained in the image stack after burst excitation is extracted by Fourier transformation at different frequencies where the highest frequency has the smallest depth range. Defects located in larger depths appear one after the
other as the frequency is reduced.

Figure 5. Demonstration of ultrasound burst phase thermography on a CFRP laminate with disbonds in
different depths which appear depending on the frequency at which the image stack was Fourier transformed
[13].

4.3 Results with a microbolometer camera

Recent developments in infrared detector technology improved the NETD of uncooled microbolometer cameras down to about 80 mK. Although this is still about four times higher
as compared to the NETD of a cooled camera, it is possible to use such convenient
microbolometer cameras for lockin thermography methods.
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The comparison of results obtained with a cooled (Cedip Emerald) and an uncooled camera
(Cedip Jade UC) on a CFRP aircraft landing flap is shown in Fig. 6. The flap has a crack
and a delamination in the stringer underneath the 4.5 mm thick CFRP-skin.

Landing flap, rear side
Amplitude image with uncooled camera

Phase image with cooled camera

Phase image with uncooled camera

Figure 6. Comparison of ULT results obtained on front side of landing flap with an uncooled (right) and a
cooled (left) ir-camera. Phase images at 0.05 Hz.

A white spot in the amplitude image of the uncooled camera (Fig. 6, top right) indicates the
stringer disbond. Unfortunately the amplitude image shows also an inhomogeneous temperature distribution on the surface due to a standing wave. The phase image obtained with
the uncooled camera (Fig. 6, bottom right) shows only the delamination. In this case, the
standing waves are not visible due to the poor signal to noise ratio of the phase image. As
can be expected, the phase image of the cooled camera has a higher defect signal (Fig. 6,
bottom left). Nevertheless, this example shows that it is possible to detect defects also with
microbolometer cameras. The low price of these uncooled cameras can make lockinthermography more attractive to industrial applications but it has to be assured in each case,
that the signal to noise ratio of the results is high enough for defect detection.
5. Conclusion

Ultrasound thermography using signal phase is a robust NDE method that is applicable to a
broad range of problems. As defects are presented selectively due to their enhanced
damping effect, intact features are suppressed. Therefore the method is suited for automated
systems. The extension to carefully adjusted burst excitation opens a new field for defect
analysis in terms of elastic loss tomography which certainly enhances the attractivity of this
technique.
Ultrasound activated lockin thermography can become even more attractive when using
cheap and convenient microbolometer cameras instead of the expensive cooled ir-cameras.
First studies showed that in some cases the NETD of uncooled cameras is good enough for
defect detection.
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